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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the lattice gas model of probability theory and statistical mechanics 
each point of the v-dimensional integer lattice 2~ can be vacant or occupied 
by any one of a finite set of distinct particles. A problem in probability theory 
is to determine which probability measures on the space of configurations of 
the lattice correspond to a given family of conditional probabilities for each 
point of the lattice (see Dobrushin [I]). In statistical mechanics a basic 
problem is to determine which probability measures correspond to a given 
potential on the lattice. 
In the case of the nearest neighbor interaction, one-particle lattice gas, 
Spitzer [9] has shown that these two problems are essentially the same. We 
extend this analysis to the finite range interaction w-particle lattice gas. 
One of the ideas underlying our approach comes from the fundamental 
energy-probability relationship of statistical mechanics. For a fixed tempera- 
ture the probability of a state is proportional to the negative exponential of the 
energy of the state in appropriate energy units. We reverse this rule to get 
energies from probabilities. 
The restriction to the finite range case simplifies proofs and allows such 
quantities as specific free energies to be expressed as finite sums. The set of 
interaction considered by Ruelle [7] is more general, but the finite range 
interactions are dense in this set. 
2. RANDOM FIELDS AND ENERGY FIELDS 
w = (0, I,..., w} is the finite set of single particle states. The state space 
of the v-dimensional integer lattice 2” is Sz = Wz”. P denotes the set of 
finite subsets of 2”. A finite cylinder set is a finite union of sets of the form 
{OJ~Q:OJ =xonLl} (2-l) 
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for x E Q, fl E 9. S- denotes the o-field generated by the finite cylinder sets. 
The expression measure on Sz is used to mean an S-defined, nonnegative, 
countably additive measure on Q. A measure on Q is uniquely determined by 
its values on all sets of the form (2.1) or equivalently by its values on all finite 
cylinder sets. A measure on s2 is called p&&e if it takes on strictly positive 
values on all nonempty finite cylinder sets. We shall use without comment 
natural correspondences between Sz and WA. A measure is not distinguished 
from the function which takes on the measure of each point. 
Let p be a positive probability measure on 52. Let fl, /l’ E 9, (1 n fl’ = (6, 
x, y E Q. The conditional probability of x on fl given y on /l’ is expressed 
~(W=xonflIw=yonII’)=~(w=xon/l,w=yonfl’)/~(w=yon/l’). 
DEFINITION. An energy Jield E(A, ) x IS a real-valued function on 9 x 9 
such that for a given (1, E(A, x) depends only on the values of x on fl. The 
farnib v, of probability measures on WA associated with E(A, x) is defined 
vn(u = x on A) = exp(-E(A, x))/.zn (2.2) 
with the constant z, chosen so that vd is a probability measure on WA. 
DEFINITION. A positive random field p is a positive probability measure on 
Q. The energyfield associated with p, E&l, x), is defined 
E&l, x) = -log(p(w = x on A)). (2.3) 
We now introduce some special notation. For x E s2, i, j ‘.. k E Zy 
ij...kx (2.4) 
denotes that element of Sz equal to zero on {i, j,..., 12) and equal to x elsewhere 
on 2”. Let E(A, x) be an energy field. 
&E&4, x) = E(A, x) - E(A, jx) 
djkE(.4, x) = d”E(A, x) - d”E(A, jx). 
(2.5) 
A simple computation shows that djkE(d, x) = rl”iE(A, x). 
In the following we shall be interested in recovering probability distribu- 
tions from conditional probabilities. 
LEMMA 1. Let A E 3’. Let q(j, x) be a real-valued function on A x WA 
such that 
(1) q(j, x) > 0 for all (j, x) in the domain. 
(2) For j and x jixed the sum over W of terms q( j, y) where y diflers from 
x at most at j is equal to I. 
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(3) FOY each x E WA, j, R E A 
Mi, 4ld.i 5xNMk 54/dk 5kxN = (cl& x)lq(k k4)(q(j, ‘cx)/P(j, j”x>>. 
Then there is a unique positive probability meaSure v on WA such that 
v(wj = xj 1 w = x on A - {j}) = q(j, x). (2.6) 
Proof. We proceed to construct an energy function for V. Define AjE(x) = 
--log(p(j, ~)/p(j, jx)). Then condition (3) becomes 
(3*) AjE(x) + A”E(ix) = dkE(x) + A#(%). 
Let jr ,..., j, be an enumeration of A. We set 
E(x) = A’~E(5s”“mx) + .a. + &lE(j-x) + Ai+( (2.7) 
Had the enumerations of /1 differed from that given in two adjacent indices, 
then (3*) guarantees that the same E(x) would be obtained. But any permuta- 
tion of the enumeration can be effected by adjacent transpositions, so that 
E(x) given by (2.7) is independent of the order of enumeration of A. Define 
44 = (exp - E(x))/ z with a determined so that v is a probability measure 
on WA. For a given (j, x), we can take j to be j, in (2.7); then 
v(x)/v(jx) = exp - (E(x) - E(ix)) = q(j, x)/p(j, kc). (2.8) 
Condition (2) of the lemma and (2.8) imply the conclusion (2.6). v(x)/v(y) 
is determined by terms of the form (2.8), so uniqueness is assured for 
probability measures. 
3. FINITE RANGE RANDOM FIELDS AND ENERGY FIELDS 
DEFINITION. A finite range random Jield p is a positive random field with 
the property that for each j E 2” there exists a Aj E 9 not containing j such that 
if (1 is any element of 9 not containing j and x E Q, P(U, = x, 1 w = x on 
A u Aj) = /.h(w5 = x, w = x on /I$). Any such Aj with this property is 1 
called a bounding set for j. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a finite range random field and let E,, be the energy field 
associated with p by (2.3). ForJixed j let A be a bounding set for j. In the notation 
(2.5) let A’ C {h E A: AjkI&(A u {j}, x) = 0 for all x E .n>. Then A - A’ is 
also a bounding set for j. 
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Proof. We must show p(wi = xi 1 w = x on rl) = &wj = xi 1 w 
A - A’), Since both are measures on W, it is sufficient to show 
p(w = x on (1 U (j})/p(w = jx on -4 U (j}) 
=p(w =xon{j}U/l - A’)/p(w = jx on {j} U (1 - A’). 
The right side of (3.1) equals 
ye;Al dw = x on II U (j} - A’, w = y on A’)/ 
yGGA, p(w = jx on II U {j} - A’, w = y on fl’). 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Consider the ratio of the expression (3.2)without the 2’s. This ratio is indepen- 
dent of y because djkE@l u {j], X) = 0 for all x E Q, k E k. The desired 
conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a$nite range random field. Then each point j E Zv has 
a unique minimal bounding set. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the intersection of two bounding sets 
for j is a bounding set for j. Let (1 and /l’ be bounding sets for j. Then 
/l u fl’ is a bounding set for j. We can express djE(n U ~4’ U {j}, x) in 
terms of &E(n u {j), X) or in terms of NE@ u (~2, x), so that 
djkE(A U II’ U (j}, x) = 0 
whenever k 4 (1 n A’. Lemma 2 implies that .4 n (1’ is a bounding set for j. 
DEFINITION. Let p be a finite range random field and let j E: Zy. The 
boundary 8~’ of j (with respect to p) is the minimal bounding set of Theorem 1. 
The closure j = {j} u aj. For A E 9, the closure iz = {k: there exists j E A 
with k EI}. The boundary &‘l = if - A; the interior 110 = (j E A:J C A}. 
DEFINITION. AJinite range energy field E(n, x) is an energy field such that 
for each j E 2” there exists a nj E 9’ containing j such that for each II E 8, 
fl3 (lj the following holds. 
Ll~E(A, x) = Llql, ) x) for all x E 9. (3.3) 
Any such /.lj with this property is called a closing set for j. 
Elementary considerations yield the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. A jinite linear combination of Jinite range energy Felds is a 
Jinite range energy field. 
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LEMMA 4. Letg: 9 --f 9 be afunction with theproperty thatg(A) n A = 4 
for all A E 9. Let p be afinite range randomjeld and let y E J2. Then E(A, x) = 
-log ~(w = x on A j w = y ong(A)) is afinite range energyjeld. 
DEFINITION. Let E and E’ be finite range energy fields. E and E’ are said 
to be increment equivalent provided that for each j E 2? whenever A and A’ are 
closing sets for j with respect to E and E’ respectively 
kE(A, x) = DE’(A’, x) for all x E Sz. (3.4) 
LEMMA 5. Let E and E’ be increment equivalent finite range energy fields, 
and let v,, and vA’ be the families of probability measures associated by (2.2) with 
E and E’ respectively. Let 2 E 9 and let A and A’ be closing sets for each point 
of C with respect o E and E’. Then for all x E Q 
v~(~=xonZlw=xonA-Z)=v>,(w=xonZIw=xonA’-Z). 
(3.5) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume x to be fixed outside of,??. 
Define q(h, x) on 2 x Wz by q(k, x) = vA(wk = xk 1 w = x on A - {h}). 
Define q’(h, X) analogously with v;, . Then q and q’ satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 1. It is clear that the measure on Wz determined by q is v,(w = x on 
Z 1 w = x on A - Z), so it is sufficient to prove that q = q’. This follows 
from the normalization of q and q’ and the fact that for each k E Z, 
d’“E(A, x) = dleE’(A’, x). 
COROLLARY. The family of probability measures vII associated by (2.2) with 
the jnite range energy field E is consistent in the sense of (3.5) with v = v’. 
The consistency of the family of probability measures allows the definition 
of interior, closure and boundary just as with finite range random fields. 
Increment equivalent finite range energy fields determine the same closure 
etc. in this sense. However, the finite range energy field closure of the point 
j E 2” is not necessarily a closing set for j, a difficulty not encountered with 
finite range random fields. 
The following two lemmas are central to subsequent convergence and 
approximation theorems. 
LEMMA 6. Let x E Sz and let p be ajkite range randomjeld. Let A and A’ be 
disjoint elements of 9. Then 
min y(w = x on A [ w = y on aA) 
yeti* 
<~(~=xonAI~=xonA’) 
<ym;Ap(~ =xonAjw =yonaA). 
(3.6) 
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Proof. 
p(w=xoniiIo,=-onn’)=~~~-n p(W=YonM-A’(w=xonA’) 
~(~=~onA~w=xonA’,w=yonLVl-A’). 
LEMMA 7. Let E be a finite range energy field with vn the associated family 
of probability measures. Let x E Q, let Z E 9 and let A E 9 be a closing set for 
each point of Z. Then there exists a a > 0 such that for each A’ E 8, A’ 3 A, 
V&W = x on Z) > a. The proof is by an estimate similar to (3.6) using the 
closing set A instead of the boundary. 
4. CONVERGENCE 
There are natural topologies which endow both Sz and the set of (F-defined, 
countably additive, nonnegative) probability measures on Sz with the important 
property of compactness. We shall not go into the topological details but shall 
state a property sufficient for our purposes. 
Sequential Compactness Property of Probability Measures on Q 
Let {pn} be a sequence of probability measures on 52. Then there exists 
a probability measure TV on Q and a subsequence {pet} of {p,} which con- 
verges to p on each finite cylinder set. 
DEFINITION. V, = {j e Zy: 1 j, 1 < n, LY = l,..., v}. 
The following is a special case of a theorem of Dobrushin [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let E(A, x) be a fkite range energy field. Then there exists a 
$nite range random field p for which the energy field E,(A, x) associated to TV by 
(2.3) is increment equivalent to E(A, x). 
Proof, Let CL,, be the probability measure on WV” associated with E( V, , x) 
by (2.2). Let TV,,* denote the measure of !J which is the product of pn on Wvn 
with the probability measures of uniform density l/(w + 1) on each of the 
remaining factor spaces W of Q. Then the sequence {pn*> has a subsequence 
{&} converging to a probability measure TV on Sz. Lemma 7 implies that p is 
positive. Let E, be the associated energy field. Take j E Zy and let A be a 
closing set for j. Then for all n’ such that A C V,t , ~~(w$ = xi 1 w = x on 
A - (j}) = pnt(wj = xj j w = x on V,, - (jt) = pLnt(ui = xj 1 w = x on 
A - {j}) from Lemma 5 and the proof of Theorem 1, the subscripted 
measures being associated with the original energy field E. By Lemma 7, pn’ is 
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bounded away from zero on any fixed finite cylinder set except 4, so con- 
ditional probabilities on finite cylinder sets can be obtained by taking limits. 
This implies that ~~(o+ = xi j w = x on n - {j]) = p(wj = xj ( w = x on 
(1 - {j}). Thus E, is increment equivalent to E, which in turn implies that 
p is finite range. 
5. TRANSLATION INVARIANCE 
Let j E 2”. We shall use the symbol Tj to denote translation by j on several 
spaces. For II E 8, x E 52, A E 9, p a probability measure on 8 and E(A, X) 
an energy field, 
TjA = {j + h: h E A}, 
(T&c = xk-j , 
T,A = (Tjx: x E A}, (54 
G”idW = G’--,A), 
T,E(A, x) = E(T.J, T+x). 
DEFINITION. A probability measure TV on J? or an energy field E is called 
translation invariant provided that it is left fixed by Tj for each j E Zy. 
Notation. For d E 9, [ (1 [ denotes the number of elements in (1. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a translation invariant #nite range energy Jield. 
Then there exists a translation invariant Jinite range random field p such that 
E,, is increment equivalent to E. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 there is a random field v such that E, is increment 
equivalent to E. Let 
PLY = C Tjvll Vn I (5.2) 
js v, 
with V, as defined preceding Theorem 2. The energy field associated with pn 
is increment equivalent to E. The sequence {& possesses a subsequence 
{p,,#} which converges to a random field p on each finite cylinder set. Lemma 7 
insures convergence of conditional probabilities on finite cylinder sets. Then 
E, is increment equivalent to E, which implies that TV is finite range. Standard 
arguments show that the limit of terms of the form (5.2) is translation 
invariant. 
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6. AVERAGE ENERGY AND FREE ENERGY 
Let p be a finite range random field. In addition to E, of (2.3) we introduce 
some related energy fields. For x,y E 52, (1 E .Y 
E,g(A, x) = -log ~(w = x on rl j o = y on atl). 
E,y,(A, x) = E,y(A, x) - E,y(A, 0). (6.1) 
We use 0 to denote both the origin in Zy and that element x E Sz such that 
xi = 0 for all j E Zy. 
Lexicographical order for Zy 
Ifj, k E Zy we write j < k to mean that j # k and if 01 is the smallest index 
such that j, # k, , then ja < k, . Wewritej<ktomeanj=korj<k. 
Lexicographical order is translation invariant. Any translation invariant linear 
order will suffice for our purposes. 
LEMMA 8. Let p be a finite range random field, x, y E Q, A E 2’. Then 
(6.2) 
with 
(‘A =YX ;f k $ A 
= Xk if kEA and k<j, 
=o if kER and j<k. 
(6.3) 
Proof. This summation formula arises in the proof of Lemma I. By 
translation we get the following 
COROLLARY. Let p be translation invariant. Then 
E$(A, x) = C d”E,,(U, T-,(+x)) 
jell 
(6.4) 
where 0 denotes the closure of 0 E Zv. 
LEMMA 9. Let p be a translation invariant $nite range random jield. 
Then there exists a real constant c such that 
) E&l, x) - E&l, 0) - E:*(cl, x)1 < c 1 A - A0 I 
forallx,yEQ, II&Z. 
(6.5) 
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Proof. From Lemma 6 it follows that 
(64 
Now by Lemma 8 
E;*(A, x) - E$@l, x) = c dE,(X, $) - diE,(-z, $>. (6.7) 
iEA-A0 
So by (6.6), (6.7) and (6.4) we d d e uce that with c = 2 max x E WC 1 A”Eu(& z) (, 
(6.5) holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let p be a translation invariant finite range random field. 
Then with V, as dejnedpreceding Theorem 2 
lim E,(V, , 0)/l V, ( exists. n+m 
Proof. Let n and n’ be positive integers with n’ > n. We partition V,,, 
into A,, (1, ,..., A, such that A, ,..., A, are isomorphic to V, under transla- 
tion. Then 
p(w =Oon V,,) =p(w =OonAo)p(W =OonA,lw =OonA,) 
*.*p(w =OonA,Iw =OonA,*..A,,). (6.9) 
Using (6.9), Lemma 6 and the techniques of the proof of Lemma 9, we get 
an estimate of the form 
I E,(Vn*j 0) - mE,(Vn, O)l < c(ml V, - Vso I + 1 A, I) (6.10) 
where c is a positive constant. By appropriate choice of n we can make 
cl V, - Vno [/I V, ( as small as desired. For fixed n we can find n* > n such 
that for all n’ > n* with the appropriate partition cl A, ]/I V,t 1 is less than 
any specified positive value. Then by the Cauchy criterion we have the limit 
(6.8). 
DEFINITION. The p-speciJ;c energy of the zero state e,(O) is the limit (6.8). 
LEMMA 10. Let p and v be translation invariant random fields. Let p be 
jinite range. Then 
$+i c V(W = x on V,) Ez*(V, , x)/I V, ( (6.11) 
ZEWV, 
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exists and equals 
&.(, = x on Y) dOE,(B, oox), Y =(jE&j GO} (6.12) 
independent of y E 52. 
Proof. Express E$(V, , x) as the sum in (6.4). By translation invariance 
the v-average of this sum has 1 Vno ] terms equal to (6.12). The remaining 
( V, - V,O / terms are each bounded by a single fixed constant. Since 
the lemma follows. 
DEFINITION. The p-specific energy of v, denoted e,(v), is defined so that 
e,,(v) - e,(O) is the sum (6.12) with e,(O) as defined above. 
THEOREM 5. Let v be a probability measure on Sz. Let p be a jinite range 
random field with associated energy field E, . Then, if TV and v are translation 
invariant, 
F-2 1 4, = x on Vn) E,,(V,z , x)/l V, I (6.14) 
XE WVtI 
exists and equals e,(v). Further, for y E 52 the use of E,,Y in place of E, yields the 
same limit. 
Proof. Theorem 5 follows from Lemmas 9 and 10 and Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 11. Let p and v be translation invariant random fields with TV Jinite 
range. Then there exists a positive constant c such that 
I V, I e,(v) -
Proof. The proof of Lemma 10 shows that the inequality of the 
form (6.15) with e,(v) replaced by e,(v) - e,(O) and E,(V, , X) replaced by 
Eu( V,, , x) - EJ V, , 0) is satisfied. Thus it is sufficient to show 
I I Vn I e,(O) - E,(V,, WI f 4 Vn - Vno 1. (6.16) 
We obtain (6.16) by multiplying (6.10) by 1 V, I/[ V,, ( and taking the limit 
as 12’ + co. 
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DEFINITION. Let p and v be translation invariant finite range random 
fields. The specijc entropy of v, s(v), is e”(v). The p-specific free energy of v is 
e,(v) - 44. 
THEOREM 6. In the one-dimensional case, J2 = Wz, let p and v be trans- 
lation invariant random jields with p finite range. Then the CL-speciJic free 
energy of v is zero ;f and only $7~ = v. 
Proof. With the inequality (6.16), 1 V, - Vno 1 being constant in the one 
dimensional case, the proof of Spitzer [lo] for finite Markov chains works for 
finite range random fields as well. 
The v-dimensional version of Theorem 6 has been proved for the one- 
particle lattice gas by Lanford-Ruelle [6] using partition functions and by 
Holley [5] using semigroup generators. 
7. FINITE RANGE POTENTIALS 
DEFINITION. A finite range potential U on the nonempty set YE 9 is a 
real-valued function on WIS The energy field E, of U, Y is 
&(A, 4 = c W-P> (7.1) 
jenz 
forxEQ,AEZ’and 
A’ = {~EZY: T,YCC}. (7.2) 
THEOREM 7. The energy field Eo of the Jinite range potential U on Y is 
a translation invariant finite range energy Jield, and Y’ = (j - k: j, k E Y} is 
a closing set for 0 E 2”. 
Proof. A simple calculation shows that (7.1) is translation invariant. If 
rlE9,(13Y’then 
A”E&l, x) = C U(T,x) - U(T,Ox). 
keY 
(7.3) 
Expression (7.3) depends only on the values of x on Y’. The theorem follows 
from translation invariance. 
THEOREM 8. Let ~1 be a translation invariant Jinite range random field with 
associated energy field E, . Then there exists Y E 9 and a finite range potential U 
on Y such that E, is increment equivalent o E,, . 
Proof. In the notation of Lemma 8 let 
Y={jEU:j<O}, U(x) = A”E,@, O$). (7.4) 
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Let A E 2 be such that A’ given by (7.2) contains 0. In considering energy 
increments at 0, we may assume that xj = 0 for j $0. By Lemma 8, 
&(A, x) = ,?$,@I’, x). Hence dOE&‘.l, x) = d”EU(.A, x). Translation 
invariance implies the theorem. 
By Theorem 3 we get the following 
COROLLARY. Every Jinite range translation invariant energy field is 
increment equivalent to the energy$eld of a finite range potential. 
In certain cases we can improve on Theorem 8 by giving a more precise 
form of potential. 
Notation. Let 
1, 2,..., v (75) 
denote the fundamental unit vectors in Zy, i.e., (1)1 = 1, (l)o; = 0 for all 
a # 1 etc. 
DEFINITION. A Markov random Jield p is a translation invariant finite 
range random field such that 80 is contained in the set of 2v points 
kk:II fL, ctv>. 
The following is a generalization of a theorem of Spitzer [9]. 
THEOREM 9. Let p be a Markov random field. Then there exist finite range 
potentials U, , U, ,..., U,,with Uoor{O}, U,on(O,a}foror = !,...,vsuchthat 
if E, , E1 ,..., E, are the corresponding energy fields, then E,, is increment 
equivalent to E, + E, + ... + E, . 
Proof. Let A = (0, &I ,..., &3. Define U,(a, b) on (0, a} for CL = l,..., v, 
a, be Wby 
L’&, b) = E$(4 y), y. = a, ya = b, yk = 0 otherwise. (7.6) 
From (7.6) it follows that the corresponding energy field E,(A, x) satisfies 
doBE,@, x) = AtiE,@, x) if /3 = 01, (7.7) 
= 0 if P # 01, 
for all x E Q. Consider the energy field 
E’=Eu-EE,--..-EE,. (7-g) 
Lemma 2 and (7.7) imply that (0) is an E’ closing set for 0. Then Theorem 8 
and its corollary yield a potential U, on (0) whose energy field E, is increment 
equivalent to E’. 
409144/3-13 
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THEOREM 10. Let p be a translation invariant finite range random jeld orz 
G = 2’ which satisfies 80 C ((&-I, &I), (0, &I), (5 1, 0)). Then there is a 
finite range potential on the set !P = ((0, 0), (0, l), (1, 0), (1, l)} whose energy 
$eld is increment equivalent to E, . 
Proof. Let fl = ((0, 0), (2~1, 0), (0, fl), (&I, &I)). Define U by 
and 
yle = 0 otherwise. 
Then one computes that E, - E, has the boundary property of a Markov 
random field. Theorem 9 gives potentials for E,, - Eu which can be combined 
with LJ in a notationally tedious, but essentially simple fashion to yield the 
required finite range potential on Y. 
8. THE KIRKWOOD-SALSBURG EQUATIONS 
Finally we show that the correlation function of a finite range random field 
satisfies the Kirkwood-Salsburg equations. Throughout this section p is 
a given finite range random field which is not necessarily translation invariant. 
See Spitzer [ll] for a discussion of the relation of the Kirkwood-Salsburg 
operations to the uniqueness problem for p. 
DEFINITION. The support of x E Q, supp x, is defined 
suppx = (jE.PXj #O}. (8.1) 
The subspace of jinite support Q,, is defined 
52, = {xEQ:suppx~~}. 6-W 
DEFINITION. The correlation function p of p is the real-valued function on 
In, given by 
p(x) = p(w = x on supp x) for xEL?s. (8.3) 
LEMMA 12. Let x E Q,, , A E Z’, A 3 supp x. Then 
p(w = x on A) = C (--l)lsuPPYl p(x +y), (8.4) 
WA 
A ={yEQo:suppyCA-suppx}. (8.5) 
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Proof. Let hj(y) = 1 if yj # 0, hi(y) = 0 if yj = 0. Then 
p(w =xonA) = 1 YeA j~J~upp~ (1 - h,(r))] cL(w = x + Y on 4 
[ 
GW 
If we expand the product and perform the summation in (8.6), we get exactly 
the terms in (8.4). 
THEOREM 11. The correlation function p satis$es the equations 
P(X) = c qx, ix i-y) p(jx t y) (8.7) 
Y% 
for each x E L+, and each j E supp x with 
qx, jx + y) = 
7 
(-l)Is”PPY-suPPzl~(~I=~j/~=~t~onaj) 
suppzCsuppY,z=Yonsuppz 
W) 
if supp y C 8j - supp x, &(x, ix + y) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let I/’ = supp x - {j), V’ = aj - supp X, v/” = I/’ - suppy. 
Then from (8.3) 
P(X) = c cL(w = xon~,w=yon~‘)~(Wj=Xj(W=z+yonaj). 
S&YCV’ 
(8.9) 
With the substitution involving (8.4) equation (8.9) becomes 
PC-4 = c c (-l)lSUPPZl 
sup;Y‘v SU,,“,CV” 
x p(ix + y + 2) p(wj = xl 1 w = x + y on @). 
(8.10) 
Collecting terms for a fixed value of y + z and making the change of variable 
y + z -+ y, we obtain (8.7) and (8.8). 
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